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7                             Core Savills International Sales  +971 (0) 4 388 3339

Rathbone Square is a collection of 
142 meticulously designed private 
apartments o�ering spacious green living 
right in the heart of the Capital. This 
is one of the first public squares to be 
opened for over 100 years, which also 
becomes a private space in the evening.

With its unrivalled location, it o�ers 
residents the rare opportunity not just 
to live in London’s West End, but to feel 
connected to its very heart – the vibrant 
world of Innermost London. 

Everything about Rathbone Square has 
been carefully designed to blend in to the 
surrounding neighbourhood – from its 
understated materials to its subtle facade.

Each apartment is a collection of bright 
open spaces ready for you to make 
your own. The large windows and full-
height timber walls make for inspiring 
views, inside and out.

  Concierge

  Residents’ pool, gym and cinema

  Located in the heart of Fitzrovia

   Ranging from studios to  
four bedrooms

  Landcaped garden square

RATHBONE 
SQUARE, 

London W1

From £2,975,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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This vibrant new residential quarter 
houses a collection of one, two and 
three bedroom apartments and 
penthouses in unique, elegantly 
crafted buildings on Little Britain and 
Bartholomew Close. 

Working with the existing architectural 
language and the area’s rich heritage, 

Sheppard Robson, along with Piercy 
and Co and Maccreanor Lavington, 
have designed a sensitive yet exciting 
scheme, combining modern architecture 
with historical references which will 
sit delicately in its historic location, 
complementing the existing character of 
the area.

Barts Square is situated in an unrivalled 
location, nestled between vibrant 
Smithfield and Clerkenwell and the 
financial heart of the City, yet with a 
character all of its own. 

Interior Architects Johnson Naylor have 
designed carefully crafted and highly 
specified interiors to allow flexible,  
urban living.

   First Class 24/7  
residents’ concierge

   One, two and three bedroom 
apartments and penthouses

  Private screening room

   Residents’ bar and lounge

   Basement car and cycle  
parking facilities

   Excellent transport links

BARTS SQUARE
London EC1

From £775,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Fitzrovia has long been one of London’s 
most cherished areas. 

Located within the City of Westminster 
and surrounded by the adjoining 
neighbourhoods of Mayfair, Soho, 
Marylebone and Regent’s Park, it 
presents London life, both work and 
play, at its very best. 

Fitzroy Place is a collection of 
prestigious new homes, enticing stores, 
a restaurant and extremely high quality 
office space all gathered around a 
stunning landscaped square.

  Apartments, duplex apartments 
    and penthouses available.

  24 hour concierge

  Secure underground parking

  Exceptional amenities

  Landscaped gardens

   Completing from the  
First Quarter of 2015

Fitzroy Place, 
London W1

From £2,000,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Chiltern Place presents a rare 
opportunity to purchase in the heart 
of Marylebone Village. The collection 
of residential apartments and a stylish 
townhouse will comprise properties rich 
in character and local heritage. 

Scaling 16 storeys will be 55 beautifully 
designed and specified apartments, 
available with varied layouts featuring 
one, two, three and four bedroom 
apartments.

In close proximity to some of 
Londons most outstanding hotels and 
restaurants, it is a landmark scheme for 
all things sophisticated.

The apartments are designed to provide 
unique and exclusive living spaces that 
incorporate the highest standards of 
luxury living. 

   Concierge and 24 hour security

   Valet underground parking

  Cold storage for deliveries

  Residents’ club

   Fully equipped residents’ 
gymnasium

   Secure private storage facilities

   Crestron home automation 
systems throughout

   2.75 minimum ceiling heights 
with co�er panelling

   Completing in 2017

CHILTERN PLACE
London W1

Coming Soon

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only

The Mansion is conceived as a 
contemporary mansion block of 
unusual craft and quality, graced with 
the best services London has to o�er. 
It expresses the finest attributes of 
international contemporary design while 
embodying all the richness and ease of 
life for which London is renowned. It is 
a place of fascinating spaces, simple 
lines, classic materials – comfortable 
and unfailingly appealing.

With concierge services provided by 
Quintessentially, partnerships with 
Fortnum and Mason, Bentley, Bold 

and Reeves and Maids of London the 
Mansion o�ers the highest possible 
levels of service.

The Mansion is on Marylebone Lane by 
the corner with Wigmore Street. The 
Lane itself has an intimacy and charm 
quite di�erent from the surrounding 
streets. This is the very heart of the 
capital, close to the West End, Mayfair 
and Hyde Park. 

THE MANSION, 
MARYLEBONE, W1 

Price on application

   Located in the very heart of London

   22 contempory private 
apartments

   Range of studio, one, two,  
three bedroom apartments  
and penthouse

   Dramatic double height lobby 
space with private resident’s lounge

   Gym, spa with treatment room 
and 25m indoor swimming pool

   Landscaped courtyard garden

   On site services include 24 hour 
international concierge service 
with valet parking and Bentley 
driver service 

  Completion Q3 2016
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Aldgate Place, situated in the heart of 
East London, combines the fashionable 
east end with the City of London itself. 
Comprising six buildings, ranging 
from 6 - 25 storeys, the apartments at 
Aldgate Place reflect the creative and 
innovative characteristics of the area. 
Located in zone 1 and within easy reach 

of three underground stations, this 
development benefits from a number of 
facilities, including a 24 hour concierge, 
an underground car park, two green 
spaces and a rooftop terrace.

Aldgate Place will encompass two 
private and one a�ordable residential 
tower and one block of mixed 
tenure residences. Additionally, 
the development is surrounded by 
commercial and retail space, with 
the inclusion of a four star hotel, a 
pedestrian piazza and a number of 
shops, bars and cafes.

   Mix of one bed suites, one, two 
and three bed apartments, and 
three and four bed duplexes

   Sales and Marketing Suite to 
open in October, located at 35 
Whitechapel High Street

  Completing 2018

Aldgate place, 
London E1

From £630,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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One Hyde Park is a residential scheme 
whose beauty, luxury and service place 
it in a class of its own on a global scale. 

The exceptional collaboration between 
leading architects, designers, artists and 
hoteliers ensures that One Hyde Park; 
The Residences at Mandarin
Oriental, London delivers ultimate 
perfection and experience on 
every level.

An apartment at One Hyde Park is  
more than a piece of real estate, it is a 
once in a lifetime investment in an iconic 
London landmark.

  The most exclusive development
     in the world

  Unrivalled location

  Apartments serviced by the 
    Mandarin Oriental Hotel

  Exceptional resident only  
    amenities

  Available for immediate 
    occupation

One Hyde Park, 
London SW1

Price on application
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Holland Green consists of three new 
apartment buildings on the site of the 
former Commonwealth Institute, to 
the south of Holland Park. They are 
expected be ready in Spring 2015.

The buildings are grouped around 
the former Commonwealth Institute 
exhibition hall, a ground-breaking 
piece of 1960’s architecture, which 
is the proposed new home of the 
Design Museum. The new buildings, 
designed by Rem Koolhaas’s OMA, are 
arranged parallel to the exhibition hall. 
They range from seven to nine storeys 
high, and contain up to 58 highly-
specified apartments, together with a 
secure basement car park, a spa and 
entertainment rooms. The buildings sit 
in a contrasting green landscape, set 
back from Kensington High Street and 
linked directly to Holland Park.

HOLLAND 
green, 

London w8

Price on application

  24 hour on-site security

  24 hour concierge service

   Residents entertainment and  
spa area

   20-metre heated swimming pool 
and hot spa

  Sauna and steam room

  Fitness centre

  Cinema

  Private function room

  Secure underground parking
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Vicarage Gate House is an exceptional 
“boutique” new development designed 
by leading London architect, Eric 
Parry, and built by Northacre and 
Vicarage Gate Ltd. The development 
consists of just 13 meticulously 
designed apartments that benefit from 

24 hour concierge and car parking. 
The apartments will be finished to 
the highest specification with comfort 
cooling, floor to ceiling windows and 
state of the art technology to a�ord the 
ultimate in comfort and convenience. 
Completion is due Spring 2015.

Vicarage Gate House is perfectly 
positioned in a quiet residential location 
to the north of Kensington High 
Street and adjacent to the mansions 
of Kensington Palace Gardens and 
is undoubtedly one of the most 
prestigious London addresses.

  Exquisite new development

  Eric Parry architecture

  24 hour concierge

  Underground parking

  Generous private outside space

  Private on-site gym

  Exceptional specification

Vicarage Gate 
House,

London W8

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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A development comprising of one, two 
and three bedroom apartments. 

The Kensington High Street location 
could not be more convenient, with a 
plethora of shops, cafes, supermarkets, 
banks and other outlets within just a 
short stroll. 

Within this environment discerning 
purchasers will find everything they 
require to enhance their lifestyles. 
Each home is graced with a luxurious 
specification supported by high quality 
residence amenities.

  Harrods 24 hour concierge

  Development by St Edward

  Residents pool, gym and cinema

  Landscaped courtyards

  Parking available

  Completing 2014

375 
Kensington
High Street,
London W14

From £930,000
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A range of one and two bedroom  
luxury apartments.

Situated on one of Chelsea’s most 
prestigious residential roads.

A unique development perfect for 
investment or London pied a terre.

Apartments finished to an extremely 
high standard.

  24 hour security/concierge

  Completes Q4 2015 

   Unique contemporary 
development

BOLTON STUDIOS,
LONDON SW10

From £1,265,000
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This exclusive boutique development 
of just seven apartments has been 
impeccably crafted from an original 
gallery building to create the perfect 
canvas for London life.

Situated on the prestigious King’s Road, 
Chelsea Galleries is a unique residential 
o�ering benefitting from high end 
finishes throughout and is surrounded 
by some of London’s finest shopping 
and dining experiences.
 
All accommodation is finished to the 
highest of standards and includes 
Bulthaup kitchens with Gaggenau 
appliances, herringbone parquet 
flooring to living areas, comfort cooling 
and under floor heating.

  Three 3 bedroom apartments

  Contemporary design

  En suite bathrooms

  Beautifully finished

  Bulthaup kitchens

  Comfort cooling

  Secure gated development

  Underground parking

  Concierge

Chelsea 
Galleries, 

London SW3

From £4,750,000
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Cheyne Terrace is ideally located on 
Chelsea Manor Street with the King’s 
Road and Sloane Square nearby  
o�ering excellent restaurants, shopping 
and transport links as well as a number 

of established local schools. Cheyne 
Terrace is a prestigious new building 
in the heart of Chelsea developed by 
Native Land and Grosvenor and due for 
completion Summer 2014.

Comprising of just 26 apartments with 
leisure facilities including a 10 metre 
pool, fully equipped gymnasium, private 
treatment room, steam room and 
changing facilities.

Completion is due in September 2014.

  Beautifully designed

  Enviable location

  24 hour security and concierge

  Residents’ private gym

  Swimming pool

  Secure underground parking

  Three apartments remaining

Cheyne terrace, 
London SW3

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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170 apartments of a high specification, 
on the doorstep of Buckingham Palace, 
and at the centre of one of London’s 
most strategic neighbourhoods. 

The Nova Building o�ers a range of 
contemporary finished one, two, three 
and four bedroom apartments in the 
heart of Victoria. The apartments have 
been carefully designed to create a truly 
unique living experience. 

The Nova Building is situated in 
the heart of Victoria and o�ers 
wonderful opportunities for fine dining, 
delicatessens and specialist food 
shops. A wealth of cultural attractions 
are nearby including Tate Britain, 
Westminster Abbey and the Houses of 
Parliament. 

London’s treasured Royal Parks are 
also just a short walk away where you 
can skate, swim, ride, run or just relax 
and take in the historic landscape. The 
development is also ideally placed for 
commuters travelling to the capital’s 
business and finance districts, or to 
Gatwick airport.
 
The development will be due for 
completion in 2016.

   One, two, three and four bed 
apartments

  Contemporary finishes

  Miele appliances

  Oak wood flooring

  Under-floor heating

  Comfort cooling

  Residents’ gym facilities

  24 hour concierge

  Residents’ cinema

  Completing 2016

nova, 
London Sw1

From £1,225,000

Images provided are CGIs for illustration purposes only
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An elegant and meticulously crafted 
development with views towards 
Buckingham Palace and the Royal 
Parks to the North, as well as many 
of London’s iconic buildings and the 
Thames to the East and South.

Kings Gate provides all the benefits 
of modern urban living whilst writing 
a new chapter in London’s rich 
architectural history.

Kings Gate features 100 luxury 
apartments, studios and penthouses 
in an exceptionally well-designed 
Patrick Lynch building, which combines 
Renaissance Italian influences with 
understated British elegance.

  Underground parking

  24 hour concierge

  Fantastic transport links

  Majority of apartments with   
    outside space

  Completing summer 2015

Kings Gate, 
London SW1

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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An exciting new development 
comprising studios, one, two and three 
bedroom apartments and penthouses 
situated in the heart of London’s most 
significant riverside regeneration area.
 
The development sits adjacent to the 
future US Embassy and residents 
will benefit from a comprehensive 
leisure o�ering including a cinema, 

pool, business centre, games room, 
residents bar, gym and spa. Destination 
retail will also be provided within the 
development and will include cafés, 
restaurants and Waitrose. 

Register your interest in the second 
phase now.

  Secure valet parking

  24 hour concierge

  Leisure amenities

  Landscaped gardens

Embassy 
Gardens, 

London SW8

Register now for 
second phase
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A range of studio, one bed, two bed, 
three bed and penthouse apartments 
within this exciting new development. 

Designed by award winning architect, 
Stanton Williams, most apartments 
within the development benefit 
from views of the River Thames or 
Westminster. 

Apartments will be finished to an 
exceptional standard with a high quality 
finish throughout. 

A truly unique opportunity on the North 
bank of London’s River Thames.

  24 hour concierge/security

  Situated North bank of the 
    River Thames

  Secure underground parking

  Balconies with views of 
    Westminster

  Completing 2015

Riverwalk,  
London SW1

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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The newest addition to London’s 
Southbank, South Bank Tower will o�er 
191 premium quality apartments with 
spectacular panoramic views. 

The development will include a variety 
of apartment types including one, two 
and three bedroom flats as well as 
premier apartments to the upper floors. 

On site services and amenities to
include 24 hour porter/concierge,
pool, steam room, sauna, gym, 

residents business lounge and roof 
terrace o�ering spectacular views of St 
Paul’s and beyond.

The scheme is within close proximity 
of the OXO Tower. Other nearby 
attractions include IMAX Cinema, 
London Eye, St Paul’s Cathedral and 
Somerset House. 

It is also in close proximity to the well 
established destinations of the West 
End, Covent Garden and Soho.

  Situated on London’s Southbank

  Exceptional on site amenities

  24 hour concierge and security

  View of St Paul’s, The City and  
    Westminster

South Bank 
Tower, 

London SE1

Completing Q4 2015
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Ashlar Court is a spectacular 
conversion of a listed building, just 
moments from Stamford Brook 
underground station, and adjacent to 
the 20 acres of Ravenscourt Park. 

The final remaining apartments 

are finished to a high quality with 
contemporary finishes throughout. 
Ashlar Court includes innovative 
balconies, roof gardens, terraces and 
modern architecture that complements 
its surroundings. The development 
boasts a concierge service, tranquil 
landscaped gardens and  
underground parking. 

Conveniently situated between 
Chiswick and Hammersmith, Ashlar 
Court o�ers superb transport links 
with its ease of access to the A4 and 
therefore Heathrow, as well as  
central London.

   Two and three  
bed apartments

  Excellent transport links

  Parking spaces available

  Concierge service

Ashlar Court, 
London W6

From £719,995
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London Square Fulham is a collection 
of 40 luxury townhouses, ranging from 
two to six bedrooms and set behind 
a grand double arch entrance, in the 
heart of South West London. 

The townhouses artfully combine period 
appeal with sleek modern interiors 
and a high level of specification, all set 
around a landscaped garden square 
with the original ornate Edwardian 
arched entrance restored to its  
original splendour. 

This exclusive gated development is 
superbly located just moments from 
Fulham Broadway, and a short journey 
from the chic destinations of Chelsea, 
Sloane Square and Knightsbridge. 
London Square Fulham is a short drive 
into central London, and has the benefit 
of underground parking. 

Construction is now well underway with 
first completions due Q4 2014.

  40 townhouses

  Two to six bedroom residences

   Contemporary Georgian  
inspired architecture

  Underground parking

  Concierge service

  Over 60% now sold

Farm Lane, 
London SW6

From £3,300,000
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Lillie Square is a new and exclusive 
London development, and part of the 
larger Earls Court masterplan and 
regeneration. Taking the traditional 
London garden square as its inspiration, 
50% of the site is open space. Located 
where Kensington, Chelsea and Fulham 
meet, these exceptional apartments 
o�er a high standard of contemporary 
urban living, combined with elegant 
public spaces, outstanding landscaped 

gardens and panoramic views of 
Central London. The luxuriously 
innovative interiors have been created 
by renowned London design firm 
Johnson Naylor and feature Bulthaup 
bespoke kitchens, contemporary 
bathrooms, underfloor heating and 
comfort cooling throughout. The 5 
star concierge service and extensive 
members’ clubhouse facilities o�er 
a new approach to luxury living. 
Residents will enjoy a range of high 
end amenities including a residents’ 
lounge, 20m indoor swimming pool, 
gym, jacuzzi, sauna and steam room 
as well as spa treatment rooms and a 
private exercise room. A private cinema 
room and private function room o�er 
residents a space to entertain guests 
and can be booked for private events.

   Penthouse and premier 
collection now realeased

   Three bed apartments

  Modern garden square living

  5* 24 hour concierge

  Residents’ clubhouse

   Gym, pool, spa and treatment 
rooms

   Private dining room, cinema and 
wine club

lillie square, 
EARLS COURT, SW6

From £755,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Oakhill Park provides an opportunity to 
buy into an exclusive new development 
in prime South West London. Set 
amongst landscaped gardens this new 
development of distinctive, elegant 
apartments is moments away from all 
that London o�ers yet provides a calm, 
tranquil environment where you can 
enjoy a peaceful lifestyle. An outstanding 
opportunity to acquire a new apartment 
in a central Putney location.

   One, two, three and four bed 
apartments

  Balconies and terraces

  Beautiful landscaped gardens

  Private residents’ gym

  Car parking available

  Central Putney location

OAKHILL, 
PUTNEY, Sw15

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Upper Lawn is a stunning new
development set in beautiful landscape
gardens. A collection of nine
apartments o�ering style and space,
it represents a modern take on the
traditional Putney mansion block.

Upper Lawn o�ers lateral living
on a grand scale and a wealth of
contemporary comforts. Stretching over 
half an acre, the communal garden
features well-tended lawns, formal
yew hedges and the use of the
Heath Rise tennis court.

  Nine apartments

   Two, three and four  
bedroom apartments

  Lateral apartments

  Generous balconies

  Secure underground parking

UPPER LAWN, 
London SW15

From £1,450,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Westmead is a stunning collection 
of nine luxury freehold houses in the 
heart of leafy south west London. 
These beautifully designed homes 
o�er wonderful living space with 
contemporary interiors and a high level 
of specification, all with landscaped 
gardens and o�-street parking. This 
exclusive development is superbly 
located next to Putney Heath and just 
moments from Putney’s centre, with its 
eclectic mix of boutiques, high street 
stores and a thriving restaurant scene. 

  Putney location

   Exclusive collection of four and 
five bedroom family homes

  Bespoke handbuilt kitchens

  Landscaped gardens

  Private parking

westmead, 
putney, sw15

Price on application

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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  24 hour concierge

  Residents only leisure facilities

  Riverside location

   Two and three bedroom  
apartments, plus penthouses  

  Residents shuttle bus

  Phase 4 completing Q1 2016

  Thames Clipper service

Superb, tranquil riverside setting 
overlooking fashionable Hurlingham 
and the open space of Wandsworth 
Park. Riverside Quarter o�ers spacious 
apartments, the majority of which have 
views over the river and beautifully 
landscaped gardens. Residents will  
also benefit from a fitness centre, 
sauna, steam room and sumptuous 
infinity swimming pool overlooking the 
River Thames

Riverside 
Quarter, 

London SW18

From £650,000
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The Filaments is an exciting new 
residential development in the heart of 
Wandsworth, a bright, energetic and 
vibrant addition to a South London 
district currently undergoing  
huge transformation.

The apartments range from one 
to four bedroom flats, they o�er a 

variety of sizes and configurations 
for convenient, modern living. The 
Filaments benefits from thoughtfully 
landscaped communal gardens and 
walkways, including two new footpaths 
that connect the development to 
Wandsworth Town Centre. 

Communal gardens feature granite 
water features, raised planter beds, 
layers of architectural lighting and 
attractive lawned areas, creating a 
series of green spaces at the heart of 
The Filaments.

   One, two and three  
bedroom apartments

  Landscaped podium gardens

  Concierge service

   Located in the heart of 
Wandsworth

   Phase 2 completing Q4 2014/
Q1 2015

The Filaments, 
London SW18

From £410,000
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The Ram Quarter is the revitalised 
former Young’s Brewery alongside 
the River Wandle, in the heart of 
Wandsworth Town; a site where beer 
has been brewed since 1581. The 
site will combine the refurbishment 
of heritage buildings, new build 

apartments and an exceptional retail 
quarter, in addition to an on-site micro 
brewery and museum.
 
The development will comprise of 
660 apartments, designed by EPR 
and interior architect Project Orange – 
both highly regarded, award winning 
practices. The development will benefit 
from a range of restaurants, cafes and 
shops for both residents and the public 
to enjoy.

  Former Young’s Brewery

  Central Wandsworth location

   480m from Wandsworth Town 
station

   Studios to four bed apartments, 
and two to four bed duplexes

   Riverside destination with 
River Wandle flowing through 
development

   Restaurants, caf és, and shops at 
ground level

the ram 
quarter, 

wandswortH, sw18

From £300,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Macaulay Walk is a new development 
that is situated on the edge of Clapham 
Common providing a collection of 
well designed one, two and three 
bedroom townhouses, apartments and 
penthouses. Each building has a subtly 

di�erent specification based on its  
individual character.

Many of these properties have their own 
distinctive features; some benefiting 
from 3 metre high ceilings, views of the 
city (Battersea Power Station, London 
Eye, The Shard), skylights, features 
of the original building or garden 
space. Macaulay Walk is located in 
Clapham’s Old Town, just a short walk 
from Clapham Common underground 
station, where the frenetic pace of the 
City or the glittering light of the West 
End are both only 15 minutes away.

  57 units

  Prime location

  Excellent travel links

  Concierge service

  New and converted properties

  Parking available

  Zip Car Club

Macaulay Walk, 
London SW4

Limited Units Remaining
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Queen’s Park Place is a collection of 116 
contemporary one and two bedroom 
apartments and penthouses in the leafy 
surroundings of Queen’s Park.  Designed 
conceived for metropolitan living by the 
award-winning Ian Simpson Architects, 
the development o�ers striking design 
with uncompromising quality.

The development features an 
impressive entrance lobby with 
24 hour concierge services. Every 
unit has either a private balcony 
and/or roof terrace overlooking 
landscaped courtyard gardens. 
Secure underground parking is also 
available by separate negotiation.  

Queen’s Park Place is just a minute’s 
walk from local amenities and Queen’s 
Park station which provides direct 
access to the West End and the City. 

For additional convenience, a Marks & 
Spencer Simply Food will be located  
on site.

   24 hour onsite security and 
concierge

   Underground parking

   Landscaped private courtyard 
gardens

  All units have outside space

   Marks & Spencer Simply Food to 
open within the development

  Completing Spring 2016

QUEEN’S PARK 
PLACE, nW6

From £500,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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The Atrium Residences provide luxury 
living in a contemporary new building of 
innovative design and character. 

Located on Park Road close to 
Regent’s Park, The Atrium and its 
services have been designed to the 
highest standards. 

Maintenance and servicing of the 
building are provided by top quality 

facilities management specialists. 
All access to the building via the main 
entrance, underground parking garage 
or service entrance is controlled by 
residents or the concierge. 

Two, three, four and five bedroom 
apartments available, all with  
outside space.

  24 hour concierge

  Outside space

  Parking included

  Centrally located

The Atrium, 
London NW8

From £2.8 million

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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These exceptional one, two and three 
bedroom dwellings are arranged around 
attractive open spaces and boulevards 
on a landmark residential development. 
They o�er impeccable standards,
iconic design and coordinated living in 
harmony with their surroundings.
The development of the Maiden Lane 

Estate will reinvigorate one of London’s 
great housing schemes. Built in the 
1970’ s on the site of a former railway 
siding, the estate is a significant piece 
of British architecture. Designed by 
Benson and Forsyth, it was part of 
a visionary master plan to create a 
thriving new community.

Camden Council are keen to attract 
local buyers living and working in 
Camden. XY Apartments will launch 
in October and will be an exclusive 
opportunity for local people to reserve.

National Launch is in November 2014.

   XY is an inspired collection of 
147 private apartments, 64 
shared ownership and 47 social 
apartments.

   So called for their location on the 
exact XY coordinates between 
Kings Cross and Camden, the 
apartments are just a stone’s 
throw from two of London’s most 
fascinating urban centres.

xy apartments, 
kings cross, nw1

From £450,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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The Eagle is a new 26 storey  
residential tower near Old Street 
Roundabout, London EC1. Inspired by 
Art Deco decadence, it’s a new breed 
of building designed by leading urban 
architects, Terry Farrell & Partners. 
Eagle Black is a collection of 20 one, 
two and three bedroom residences 
and two penthouses, all setting the  
luxe bar higher.

Sitting an enviable 22-26 floors above
the City, the collection combines
sophisticated and decadent design
with incredible cityscape views.

The Eagle Black apartments benefit 
from luxurious materials, premium 
finishes and the latest technology as 
designed by Terry Farrell & Partners.

The residence will have access to
private state of the art facilities including
a 12 seater Art Deco inspired screening
room and spa. A 24 hour on-site
concierge service gives residents both
security and peace of mind.

  Designed by award winning 
    urban architects, Terry Farrell &  
    Partners

  Shops and caf é at ground level

  Residents’ only spa and cinema

  Zone 1 location in Old Street

  Car parking available

  Spectacular Cityscape views

Eagle BLACK, 
London EC1

From £890,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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The scheme is situated a short walk 
from London’s Silicon Roundabout 
at Old Street and overlooks Regent’s 
Canal. The 307 residential units at 
Lexicon will be spread across three 
buildings. This comprises 56 private 
canal-side apartments and 144 
apartments in what will be Islington’s 
tallest tower.

The development will feature 
785 square metres of mixed-use 
commercial floor space and 54 
basement car parking spaces. There 
are plans for a private resident’s spa 
with treatment rooms, business lounge 
and private dining function room. 

The scheme has been designed by world 
renowned architectural firm Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill, the team behind 
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, the world’s tallest 
building; One World Trade Center in New 
York; and NATO headquarters in Brussels. 

  Overlooking the Regent’s Canal 

  City Views

  Residents lounge

  Landscaped courtyard with 
    seating and feature lighting

  Ground floor retail

  Parking

  Spa, pool and sauna facilities

Lexicon, 
London EC1

From £725,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Greenwich Peninsula is the largest 
and most ambitious regeneration 
project in London, with the creation 
of a whole new community set within 
approximately one and a half miles of 
water frontage.
 
The first of five districts will be 
developed on the eastern edge of 

the Peninsula. With waterside and 
park facing properties available, 
o�ering residents access to a mix of 
restaurants, cafes and outside space.
 
The initial release o�ers 194 apartments 
benefitting from quality interior design 
and architecture.
 
Greenwich Peninsula will create a 
dynamic and vibrant district, developing 
a strong community with a connection 
to its past.
 
Positioned one stop on the 
underground from Canary Wharf on the 
jubilee line, Greenwich is also within 20 
minutes travel time of central London.

greenwich 
peninsula, SE10 

From £250,000

   Studios to three bedroom 
penthouse properties

  River and park views

  Quality architecture and design

  Excellent interiors

  Residents amenities

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Woolwich Central is a landmark skyline 
development in the heart of Woolwich, 
specifically designed for relaxed, open 
plan living.

Comprising 189 private apartments 
and o�ering fantastic views of the River 
Thames and London, Woolwich Central 
promotes city living with communal 
relaxation areas, 24 hour security and 
the convenience of a large 24 hour 
Tesco Extra for your daily essentials.

Ideally located for transportation links, 
Woolwich Central o�ers easy access to 
both central London and Canary Wharf 
with the future benefit of a Crossrail 
station due for completion in 2018.

   One, two and three bedrooms

  Fully fitted kitchen

   Outside space to all apartments

  24 hour security

   Five years membership to Zipcars

  Parking available

   Six mins to London City airport

  999 year lease

  24 hour Tesco Extra

Woolwich 
Central, 

London SE18

£270,000
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Greenwich Square is a new residential 
address created around a vibrant 
public piazza, which includes leisure 
facilities, a range of shops, caf és 
and amenities, as well as an exciting 
mix of 331 private apartments, 
maisonettes and townhouses.

The public leisure facilities include 
two swimming pools, a gym and two 
dance studios. There is also a crèche, 
a community centre, GP Health 
Centre, Library and newly opened 
Sainsbury’s Local incorporated into the 
development.

Greenwich Square embraces the spirit 
and cultural heritage of Greenwich; 
a dynamic and vibrant area. The 
development is ideally located between 
Greenwich Village, Blackheath and the 
Greenwich Peninsula.

   Current phase four bedroom 
townhouses

  Open plan reception / kitchens

  Gardens

  Parking

   New release of one, two and 
three bedroom apartments  
early 2015

Greenwich 
Square, 

London SE10

From £799,950

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Manhattan Loft Gardens is an ambitious 
residential tower brought to you by the 
creators of St Pancras Renaissance 
Hotel, One West India Quay and the 
Chiltern Firehouse. This extraordinary 
42 storey double cantilevered residential 
tower o�ers state of the art, cutting edge 
architecture engineering and combines 

it with expansive contemporary living 
spaces o�ering panoramic views across 
the London skyline.
 
Located within the Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park, the building benefits 
from direct access to one of the largest 
urban parks created in Europe for more 
than 150 years, combining grassland 
and waterways; world class sport and 
leisure facilities; Westfield Stratford City 
shopping mall, unparalleled transport 
connections and a thriving art, culture 
and food scene.

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only

  248 apartments

  Three sky gardens

  145 room design hotel

  Two restaurants

  Gym

  3 storey high lobby

   Prices from £400,000

MANHATTAN LOFT 
GARDENS, E20

From £400,000
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An iconic mixed use development in 
Finsbury Park, comprising 308 private 
apartments across three buildings. 
On site retail and leisure will include a 
supermarket, cinema and gym. City 
North is a development by renowned 
London developer United House, in 
partnership with the Business Design 

Centre Group, this is a scheme 
designed by Rolfe Judd. Many 
apartments will benefit from amazing 
views across Finsbury Park and the City 
of London.
 
Situated adjacent to Finsbury Park 
underground and overground stations, 
those living at City North will benefit 
from excellent links to the West 
End and the City. Oxford Circus, for 
instance, is just 11 minutes away, and 
Moorgate 22 minutes.

   308 private apartments across 
three buildings

   Major new mixed use scheme by 
Finsbury Park undergound and  
train station

   Excellent connectivity to City  
and West End

  Studios to three bed apartments

   Stunning views to City and 
over Finsbury Park from many 
apartments

city north, 
finsbury park n4

From £385,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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North West Village at Wembley Park 
will be some of London’s contemporary 
living at its best; superconnected, 
with secluded gardens and fantastic 
shopping and leisure on the door
step. One of London’s most significant 
regeneration projects, Wembley Park 
is transforming the landscape around 
the iconic Wembley Stadium to create 
a thriving neighbourhood and visitor 
destination, just 19 minutes to central 
London via Wembley Park  
underground station. 

The success is already impressive with 
the new public spaces and shopping 
and leisure amenities that have already 
opened.  Alongside 70 stores at London 
Designer Outlet, you will find new 

restaurants, bars and co�ee shops, a 
nine screen cinema, a Hilton hotel, the 
landmark civic centre and a state-of-
the-art library.

Set around private landscaped gardens, 
the first phase at North West Village 
will comprise a mix of studio, one, two 
and three bedroom apartments, all 
designed for open plan, contemporary 
living with outstanding amenities.

NORTH WEST 
VILLAGE,  

LONDON HA9

Price on application

   24 hour concierge and  
security service

  Residents’ club room

   16-seat private screening room

  Fully equipped gym

   Wembley Park resident privilege 
card

   Underground car parking  
(at separate charge, subject to 
availability)

  Completing from Q2 2016Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Streatham Park is an exciting new 
development in South London o�ering 
modern two bedroom apartments and 
world-class leisure facilities. 

Rich in culture and history, Streatham is 
filled with exciting places to eat and lots 
of opportunities to get involved in sport 

and exercise. Surrounded by vibrant 
and beautiful areas, three National Rail 
stations make access to the City quick 
and easy.

  Parking

  Community pool and fitness centre

  Landscaped communal gardens

  Amenity space

  Completing 2015

Streatham Park, 
London SW16

From £400,000

Images provided are CGIs for  
illustration purposes only
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Core Savills, their clients and any joint agents give notice that:

1.  They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or elsewhere, either on their 
own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars. 
These particulars do not form part of any o�er or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact.  

2.  Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, images and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily compre -
hensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Savills have not 
tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.  

3.  These particulars were prepared from preliminary plans and specifications before the completion of the properties. These particulars, to -
gether with any images that they contain, are intended only as a guide. They may have been changed during construction and final finishes 
could vary. Prospective purchasers should not rely on this information but must obtain independent legal advice from a properly qualified 
solicitor regarding plans and specifications for each property  

4.  The reference to any mechanical or electrical equipment or other facilities at the property shall not constitute a representation ( unless 
otherwise stated) as to its state or condition or that it is capable of fulfilling its intended function and prospective purchasers / tenants should 
satisfy themselves as to the fitness of such equipment for their requirements.  

5.  Any references to travel times and distances are for guidance only and have been sourced from walkit.com and tfl.gov.uk.  

6.  Prices are correct at the time of print September 2014.



Services 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANCY
Core Savills Residential Development Consultancy team 
specialises in providing advice on a range of residential 
schemes, from niche high-end products to large mixed-
use regeneration projects.

Our ultimate aim is to be involved in a project from the 
outset, to ensure that the client’s needs are met through 
a viable and marketable scheme.

They o
of planning, development and marketing aspects of a 
scheme, including initial feasibility studies, unit layouts 
and design.

RESIDENTIAL SALES -  
BUYING & SELLING
Core Savills provides expert advice on finding, buying, 
marketing, selling and investing in residential and/or 
rural property of every description – from flats, houses 
and high quality new builds in London to estates, farms 
and houses in the country. 

However many times you’ve done it before, and 
irrespective of the type of property involved, buying and 
selling can be fraught with difficulty.

Savills is the premier Residential Development Sales 
and consultancy team with 21 dedicated regional centres  
in the UK. Core Savills markets an extensive portfolio
of urban and rural new build developments, from village 
houses to city centre penthouses.

We act for all the major developers in the UK and sell 
some of the finest new build properties on o er across our 
network of offices in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland.

Our dedicated Residential Development Sales teams 
work with many of the UK’s leading residential and 
mixed use developers in the marketing and sales of new 
homes, providing bespoke marketing services to house 
builders, developers and private clients.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT - 
INTERNATIONAL SALES
Core Savills global reach and network of over 500 offices
and associates give us the local knowledge and expertise
to market residential developments overseas.

While successfully marketing projects in the expanding 
centres of South East Asia, they are laying the 
ground work for demand in the emerging economies, 
particularly in China and India. The Middle East, Russian 
and South African markets also have an important role 
as strong global centres with increasing demand for
prime residential propertyr

They decide on project suitability for the overseas 
market from our understanding of the buyers, their 
motivation and ability to purchase Residential 
Development product.

please contact us on +971 (0)4 388 3339 or email us at info@core-me.com  



RESIDENTIAL FUNDING & DEVELOPMENT
Savills Funding & Development team raises capital for 
residential developers through forward funding and 
forward commitment transactions, establishing and 
structuring joint ventures and arranging both corporate 
and project level equity and debt packages. 

The team’s knowledge and exposure to global capital 
markets, coupled with their access to residential 
development supply enables them to advise developers, 
house builders, institutions, banks, funds and property 
companies seeking professionally delivered, innovative 
solutions. 

The team specialises in the rapidly evolving Private 
Rented Sector supported by the UK Build to Rent Fund 
and PRS Debt Guarantee initiatives. 

RESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT
Core Savills Residential Investment team is widely 
acknowledged as a market leader in the sale and 
acquisition of residential portfolios and individual blocks 
across the UK and overseas.

The team provides a single point of expertise for 
investors in the residential sector by combining the local 
knowledge of our extensive regional office network, with 
the global reach of our wider business.

Advising a wide range of clients from institutions 
and pension funds to housing associations, private 
individuals and property companies, the residential 
investment team has the resource to handle lot sizes 
varying from small blocks to large mixed tenure 
portfolios. 

UK RESIDENTIAL & 
RURAL SALES
Our residential and rural teams know the opportunities 
and the pitfalls. They’ll guide you through the process, 
using their depth of experience to see that you get the 
best possible result with the minimum of stress.

RESIDENTIAL SALES -
INTERNATIONAL
Our global residential search lists all available properties 
around the world. Each global associate brings a 
portfolio of luxury properties to buyers as well as the 
added value of local knowledge and experience.

Working closely with our associates, they selectively 
explore new opportunities in the strongest residential 
markets, o residential brand globally via 
over 500 offices and associations in over 45 countries 
across the Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa and 
the Middle East.



RESIDENTIAL SALES -
WATERFRONT
Savills has been selling and letting waterside properties 
for over 30 years and we have 14 offices located on 
both the north and south of the river Thames.

The Savills Waterfront is a specialist department which  
focuses on waterfront properties and helps buyers, 
sellers, renters and landlords find what they want on 
the riverside. Combining our local knowledge from 
14 offices along the Thames with our international 
reach, they can generate the maximum interest in your 
waterside property or find you the perfect riverside 
home.

RESIDENTIAL LETTINGS
Our lettings experts can help you find what you are 
looking for - whether that’s a new home, a tenant or just 
advice.

Whether you are an applicant looking to rent, a tenant, 
letting your own home, investing in your first buy-to-let 
property or a professional landlord with a large portfolio, 
they will provide you with an excellent, consistent 
renting and letting service.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT  
INVESTMENT LETTINGS

wider Savills network including funding, furnishing, 
letting and management. Whether you are a first time 
landlord buying a single property or a large scale 

to ensure you are given all the guidance you require to 
purchase the property appropriate to you.

Once purchased, we will then guide you through the 
lettings process from start to finish ensuring that all your 
needs, and those of your tenant, are catered for.

We work closely with the Corporate Services 
department, who have excellent access to corporate 
tenants, and our local offices to ensure we bring 
landlords the highest quality of tenant secured for the 
length of time that suits them.

useful for our international investors. Our services give 
you the peace of mind that your property needs are 
catered for.

PRIME PURCHASE - HELPING YOU BUY YOUR 
PERFECT HOME
Prime Purchase acts solely for the buyer, giving their 
clients straightforward, commercially sound and 
objective advice, in confidence, at all times.

Acting as your buying agents, they carry out full due 
diligence and negotiate the best possible terms for 
you. They investigate every aspect of your potential 
purchase, exploring all the relevant financial and local 
implications of the purchase - from flooding risks to 
running costs - ensuring you’re informed of every detail. 
The full relocation agent service.



PRIVATE OFFICE
Within the property sector, the Private Office is unique 
in its ability to combine the discreet and specialised 
client service o red by boutique organisations with the 
extensive presence, experience and expertise that only 
a global business can provide.

This combination ensures that clients of the Private 
Office have confidential access to the very best advice 

over 500 offices and associates that span over 40 
countries and employ over 20,000 people. Core Savills 
personnel can o re than 300 separate 
disciplines that cover the entire spectrum of real estate 
search, financing, investment, management and 
consultancy.

INTERIOR SERVICES
Never underestimate the power of a first impression.  
From how to best present a property for the relevant 
market through to major project supervision our remit 
is to maximise the appeal of any type of property in 
order to achieve the highest sales price possible or 
to optimise rental levels and minimise void periods as 
much as possible.

RESIDENTIAL AUCTIONS
Specialist residential and commercial auctioneers 
with an unrivalled depth of experience and market 
knowledge, holding 18 sales in the UK each year.

Whether buying or selling a single property or a 
portfolio, our dedicated auction teams are committed to 
providing straightforward and unbiased advice. 

SPF PRIVATE CLIENTS
Whether you are looking for residential, commercial, 
investment or international mortgages, insurance or 
financial planning advice, you have come to the right 
place. They are one of the UK’s leading independent 
mortgage brokers, o
the right finance for your circumstances.

BUYER CARE
The Savills Residential Buyer Care Team exists to 
assist buyers and developers through the period after 
exchange of contracts up to legal completion and key-
handover. Where we can, we advise our investment 
buyers on renting and furnishing the property to achieve 
a good tenant with as short a void a possible. We guide 
the buyer through the processes in order to make the 
process as smooth as possible. Buying a home is 
complicated. Selling a home is too. We are happy to 
help make it easy for both sides of the relationship.

In addition we provide feedback to the developer and 
the developers’ own after-sales teams with respect to 
their obligations and responsibilities. This can save time 
and help build good relationships with the homeowners.

It’s a “one to one” service that no other agent provides.
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“Developers should 
not underestimate 
the importance of 
domestic buyers” 

 Katy Warrick, Savills Research

New build development
KEEPING UP WITH  
PRIME EXPECTATIONS

L 
ondon is a hugely 
attractive place to live, 
to work and invest in.  
It is a dynamic city, and 
it is growing. Prime 

London, too, is expanding. 
In the new build market we would 

have applied ‘prime’ to only the two 
most central boroughs – Kensington 
& Chelsea and Westminster – just as 
recently as ten years ago. Today new 
build development in the surrounding 
boroughs, as well as most of London’s 
riverside, has become prime. 

But there is a larger development 
pipeline coming through over the next 
�ve years, which raises the question 
of whether the expansion of the 
prime market can keep pace with 
developers’ expectations and what 
the developments need to deliver to 
achieve or maintain prime status.

Building at scale
To put this into context, we expect 
22,700 new homes (private) to be 
priced at more than £1,000psf. 

Large scale development is taking 
place in clusters outside of established 
prime, in Nine Elms, South Bank, City 
Fringe, Earls Court and White City, 
re�ecting the fact that development 
land in the very centre of London is 
limited. In addition, in Canary Wharf, 
a strong employment centre with 
Crossrail arriving in 2018, residential 
development is being intensi�ed. 

Placemaking and 
transportation
It is clear that previously disused 
or run down industrial areas can 
become vibrant new neighbourhoods 
through successful placemaking. 
The early stages of regeneration are 
often the most important in attracting 
attention to an area and gaining 
footfall, marketing and branding can 
play an important role. This can be 
done by ensuring the retail, public 
realm or open spaces are delivered 
upfront in the pipeline, and public 
connectivity between buildings is 

created. This has been particularly 
successful at Kings Cross. 

Good transport links are also 
crucial; Canary Wharf didn’t fully take 
off until the Jubilee Line Extension 
opened. Public sector investment can 
accelerate regeneration substantially, 
and has played a central role in 
facilitating growth in a number of 
these clusters. 

Responding to change
Expansion into these areas also 
re�ects the fact that London’s key 
business districts are changing. There 
is an increasing focus on peripheral 
of�ce locations, such as in the case 
of the City, which is seeing some 
expansion of activity to Old Street – 
‘Tech City’ – and south of the river to 
Waterloo and London Bridge. Similarly, 
the West End has its fringe locations, 
including Hammersmith to the west 
and Kings Cross to the north. Notably, 
of�ce based employment forecasts are 
stronger in these peripheral locations 
as they create new employment hubs 
alongside the more established areas. 

Delivering value uplifts
Residential developments in these 
emerging prime areas each justify their 
values through offering the very best 
in services and amenities that a buyer 
of prime new build property has come 
to expect. Coupled with waterside 
views, or the excitement of large scale 
regeneration, this has supported  
strong off plan sales. However, while 
an average £1,000psf+ is justi�able in 
these peripheral locations, this equates 
to a large capital value on oversized 
units. As new units compete with  
more established prime London 
product, it may take longer for the 
market to absorb.

Overseas investors in particular 
have been driven by the strong capital 
growth seen in prime London since 
the downturn. It is unsurprising then 
that our research suggests that rental 
yield is not the main driver behind 
purchasing investment property. 

But this will be tested over the 
next few years as we see large 
concentrations of new prime stock 
come to the market for rent. Out of 
the 22,700 prime new homes we 
expect to be delivered in the next �ve 
years, we estimate that in the region 
of 13,000 homes could enter the 
rental market.

Rental impact
Competition for tenants will become 
particularly pronounced in new build 
towers, where construction and 
completions cannot easily be phased 
to allow for market absorption. 

New build development means 
prime London is expanding, but 
are we ready for this change?  

Words: Katy Warrick 
Twitter: @katywarrick

Consequently, rents will come under 
pressure in locations of high supply, 
with a potential dampening effect  
on rental growth across the wider 
prime rental market despite a wider 
pool of tenants.

Domestic buyers
In light of this, developers should 
not underestimate the importance 
of domestic buyers purchasing 
for their own use. Importantly, we 
are already seeing a shift towards 
more UK buyers as domestic 
demand is recovering, partially to be 
accredited to the Mayoral Concordat. 

Developers are starting to regain 
their trust in the domestic markets by 
launching in the UK either before or 
simultaneously to overseas and it is 
positive that UK buyers are willing to 
purchase off plan. In the �rst half of 
2013, UK purchasers of prime new 
build accounted for 28%, while in the 
�rst half of 2014 this had increased to 
39%. This can only be good news. 

High volumes of residential homes 
are in the pipeline in these emerging 
prime locations. Construction is 
already underway at most, but it will 
take time for these neighbourhoods 
to become fully occupied.  n

Source: Savills Research
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“Developers should 
not underestimate 
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